This past fall I left the circumscribed world of Theatre Bay Area in San Francisco, where I had participated in the care and feeding of theatre and dance artists and organizations for the past nine years, to accept the leadership of the California Arts Council’s new Arts Marketing Institute (AMI). I soon confirmed something gratifying: people involved in the arts throughout the state care passionately about the work they do. As arts funding is slashed and the evening news seems as if it couldn’t get any worse, artists, arts institutions and arts administrators throughout California continue their good work, strong in the belief that art saves lives; art heals; art deepens; art gives voice; art brings meaning. We understand that people need art now more than ever, and that art is a counter balance to war, guns, terror, isolation, hopelessness and so much more.

If the purpose of California’s new Arts Marketing Institute could be encapsulated in a single statement, it would be this: to help art manifest more centrally in people’s lives. We identify this goal based upon our belief that the arts are critical to a healthy society as a source of personal enrichment and a locus for building community, as important as clean air, free speech and good libraries. This statement is the premise of a research project on the use of social marketing in the arts that I co-led while at Theatre Bay Area, in partnership with then-executive director Sabrina Klein, who, I am happy to say, will be participating with me and others in the small cadre that forms the real and virtual AMI.

Social marketing, explained further below, is a marketing technique that uses elements of traditional marketing, target marketing, guerilla marketing, advocacy, education, advertising, cause marketing, mavens (read Malcolm Gladwell’s The Tipping Point) and other techniques to bring about behavior change for the good of the individual and of society. Social marketing has been used successfully to get people to cease smoking, wear seatbelts, designate a driver and wear condoms. Can it be used to encourage people to engage more actively with the arts? That was the question asked in Theatre Bay Area’s research project.

The California Arts Council (CAC) is one of 13 state arts agencies to receive an important grant from the Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund designed to increase public participation in the arts. The California grant, $600,000 over three years, supports the work of the AMI. While other states are using their grants in a variety of ways — granting, advocacy, education, web-based marketing and so forth — the CAC is the only state arts council to channel...
its funding into the creation of an institute that will use social marketing to increase public participation. CAC Director Barry Hessenius and Deputy Director Paul Minicucci embrace this unique approach as critical to the future of the arts in California and to the well-being of the people of California. (To learn more about the use of social marketing in connection with the AMI, please go to the CAC’s Weekly Update of October 16, in which Paul Minicucci writes about social marketing and its role in the AMI. The address is www.cac.ca.gov/update/updatecurrent.cfm.)

The research initiative by Theatre Bay Area made clear that there is true value in the application of the social marketing philosophy and strategies to the promotion and support not only of theatre but also — by extension — other arts. The fit is complex, but also completely natural. The findings of this research inform the work of the AMI.

There is a kind of chicken-egg aspect to the work that the AMI will be doing. Art will manifest itself more centrally when people participate more actively in the arts. Conversely, if people participate more, art will clearly manifest itself more centrally. What would it look like if art were more central to our lives? Arts education restored fully to the schools, K through 12? More news and reviews about art in the media (just think if art were on a par with business and financial coverage in the daily press)? Communities requiring “Arts Impact Reports” on proposed projects? Tax incentives for artists and supportive public policies? Greater corporate support across the spectrum? Greater support and funding for the NEA and state arts agencies? Greater public demand and outcry when the arts are cut or slighted? Full houses at theatre, dance and music performances? Individuals discovering the creative artist within themselves? Artists (not media personalities) as cultural heroes? More individuals serving as arts stewards, advocates, volunteers and board members?

The publication A New Framework for Building Participation in the Arts underpins the work that the AMI will be undertaking. This study by Rand, undertaken on behalf of the Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Fund, is literally our little red book. You can find the publication at www.arts4allpeople.org. Its model, outlining how to broaden, deepen and diversify arts participation for artists, audiences and stewards, will be critical to our work and the work of CAC grantees as we move forward.

The AMI will shape a long-range plan to increase public participation in the arts. The implementation of the plan involves considerable training and skills-transfer with state and local agencies that will carry the work forward with their constituencies. We also will work to shape a marketing and advertising campaign to increase awareness and change public behavior related to the arts (with the goal of increasing participation in accordance with an individual’s existing value scheme, e.g., “I like doing things with my family. Going to a live performance is something my family and I can do together.”). This is a complicated and long-term project — but, as they say, the journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. One of the earliest steps was Theatre Bay Area’s research project, whose process and findings follow.
The Performing Arts: An Essential Public Good, Critical to a Healthy Society

Theatre Bay Area’s Research into the Uses of Social Marketing in the Performing Arts

By Sabrina Klein, Belinda Taylor and John Warren

Theatre Bay Area (TBA), a not-for-profit member service organization for the theatre and dance communities of the greater San Francisco Bay Area, often is confronted with questions related to advocacy, marketing and program development on a community-wide basis and in response to specific and unique needs. With nearly 300 company members and 3,000 individual artists and theatre-worker members, TBA considers such questions central to its mission to serve its constituencies and the larger community.

While exploring the role of theatre in society in both concrete and abstract terms, TBA became increasingly intrigued by the impact of a marketing technique that has been successfully employed in the public health arena to raise awareness and generate change. The apparent similarities between issues confronting the arts community and issues confronting those working in public health — issues related to attitudes, values, beliefs and behaviors — caused us to ask whether a likely model for us to explore would be the highly successful anti-smoking, seat belt use or HIV prevention campaigns of the past 20 years. A consensus was emerging at TBA that something like an “awareness campaign,” but more than an awareness campaign, on the value that theatre and dance artists and their institutions provide society might be critical to our future success.

Theatre Bay Area, under then-executive director Sabrina Klein, approached the David and Lucile Packard Foundation with a proposal to explore the potential applications of “social marketing,” as these types of campaigns are called, to theatre and dance and the role that live theatre and dance plays within the larger context of any community or society as a whole. While many theatres and dance companies struggle with individual issues at any given time, all the companies TBA works with have felt the impact of diminishing community engagement, a struggle to maintain identity in an entertainment-obsessed society, and increasing competition for other community resources (facilities, personnel, funding, media attention, etc.).

All too often, when awareness campaigns for theatre are discussed, the “Got Milk” campaign is suggested as a model. However, social marketing involves something more than building awareness. A catch phrase such as “Got Milk” can, indeed, be part of a social marketing campaign, just as “Buckle Up for Safety” was part of the seat belt campaign. But social marketing is broader, deeper and long-term; it speaks to people’s values and seeks behavior change based upon those values. And the behavior change it seeks is one with social value attached. Certainly some social value might be attached to increased milk consumption — certainly by babies — but it seems that the greater value of a “Got Milk” campaign would accrue to the dairy farmers of California.

With two significant grants for research and planning from the Packard Foundation, TBA formed a task force and led a community-wide conversation and research effort intended to:

- develop a genuine understanding for and working knowledge of the goals, theories and practical applications of social marketing
- create a social marketing vision that was relevant, vital and potentially achievable
- understand our own theatre and dance community (diverse in its geographic, demographic, budgetary, mission and philosophical goals) to determine if our vision was achievable
- develop a long-range plan for achieving the goal, including identifying partners, actions and evaluation mechanisms

Why Social Marketing?

Most public health efforts are aimed at convincing people to give up unhealthy behaviors and to engage in healthy behaviors. When theatre advocates think of behaviors, they tend to focus first on the actions of a ticket-buying audience and what motivates potential audiences to purchase tickets to specific events. But taking two steps back from ticket buying opens the vista to other activities that influence both the real and the perceived roles of live performance in a community.

An exploration of the characteristics shared between public health and the making and presenting of theatre revealed...
some surprising similarities between the two endeavors. Both fields deal routinely with

1. controversial issues that are often considered private or personal, addressed in a public arena;
2. questions of censorship and of whose voices should be heard as damaging to genuine public discourse;
3. ongoing controversy about what can be said in public;
4. struggles over public funding and other resources invested in each arena;
5. underlying assumptions that their work will make a personal difference to individuals;
6. seeking to speak also to communities of people comprised of similar individuals;
7. professional passion and professional burnout dominating each enterprise.

Social marketing is the analysis, planning, execution and evaluation of programs designed to influence the voluntary behavior of target audiences — to improve their personal welfare and that of their society. Social marketing does not promote a product; it promotes individual change that benefits both the individual and society. It does this by providing specific calls to action (buckle up!) that benefit the individual based on what he/she values. The primary attribute of social marketing, then, is that it focuses not on an exchange of dollars or time for a commodity or experience, but on an individual’s values, behaviors and benefits to behaviors.

Social marketing strategies address the target persons’ knowledge, skills and attitudes/beliefs (including beliefs about the consequences of inaction or specific actions), although not necessarily in any order. This is not a linear process, but a cyclical one that can be picked up at any point in the cycle.

Social marketing integrates and expands upon the basics of commercial marketing strategies. The traditional “Four P’s” — product, pricing, promotion and placement — are not ignored, but neither are they viewed as completely sufficient. The fifth, usually silent “p” is public policy. (That’s two p’s in a row, but who’s counting?) Public policy — as it plays out in local, state and federal law, in tax codes, zoning guidelines and local development and funding strategies — plays a critical role in social marketing. Although among some purists the emphasis on “voluntary change in behavior” precludes pushing for policy changes, most social marketers agree that creating, supporting and advocating for effective public policy is essential to real social change, which is the ultimate goal of most serious social marketing strategies.

Successful social marketing efforts exhibit a thorough understanding of the targeted persons’ wants and needs. Therefore, it is not a “mass” campaign. It must be shaped to the needs, values and beliefs of target populations. Social marketing also places an emphasis on exchange relationships, wherein the person targeted gets something in return for giving something. In exchange relationships, what is given and received must balance, or more correctly, be perceived by the target person to balance.

Changing behavior involves addressing barriers to the actions that you want people to take. It also calls for examining what motivates people toward actions you are aiming to change. Barriers and impulses involve external factors such as social/structural norms, public policy, product/activity accessibility, price, time commitment, etc. Internal factors and perceptions also need to be addressed, including but not necessarily limited to personal values and beliefs, personal risk, questions of self-efficacy (is what you’re asking me to do something I feel capable of doing?); and perceived benefit (if I do what you’re asking, how will it benefit me directly? How will it benefit my children?).

Before a behavior can happen, the intention to act must be in place — but intention is still one step away from action. Social marketing contains a call to specific action and does what it can to facilitate the taking of that action.

Like traditional consumer-oriented marketing, social marketing involves work in phases that form a continuous loop: research, planning and strategy; developing messages and materials and pre-testing these messages; offering solutions, including a call to action that will have an impact; implementation (the marketing campaign); assessment and refinement.

TBA’s social marketing task force ultimately defined success in both our planning process and in any potential applications as occurring when partner groups and identified individuals agreed to and embraced the vision and objectives we set forth, and adopted a supportive plan of action. We hoped to recruit others to an understanding of social marketing as a philosophy and a strategy, to engage them in a deeper conversation of its implications for theatre and other performing arts, and to test a vision among potential supporters.

Grappling with Social Marketing as a Model

We encountered our first barrier in the search for a qualified social marketing consultant who was a) interested in the applications to the arts; b) available to do the work (effective social marketers are currently in high demand); and c) willing to work for the amount of money available through our grant. We had difficulties explaining the potential connection to the arts; even when we found an enthusiastic and
competent consultant, his learning curve on the arts was at least as steep as ours on social marketing. More frustrating, and moderately insulting, was that many conversations were initiated with intrigued consultants who backed off rapidly when they discovered the seriousness of our intent and the scope and depth of our probing. We are grateful to the large social marketing firm of Porter Novelli in Washington, DC, which understood the value of the questions we posed and assisted us in our search for a local expert.

To teach basic concepts of social marketing, consultant Larry Bye, then of Communication Sciences Group and now with Field Research in San Francisco, created an orientation that was attended by 30 people, including our board members, the entire staff, funders and invited community members. In addition to the concepts outlined above, we were introduced to other factors that differentiate social marketing from traditional mass marketing:

1. Social marketing has more emphasis on science — understanding behavior through science-driven methodologies and theories. This is true when it comes to both understanding what determines behavior, and how to position messages to appeal to the whys and wherefores.

2. Behaviors are complex and provide challenging barriers: they are value-laden, culturally embedded and full of (often unarticulated) meaning.

3. Change is a modeling-and-imitation process. We must first change ourselves in order to become catalysts to mobilize the system to change itself, and we must partner with others in the system to make the change. “Social networks” are critical to this modeling-and-imitation process.

4. Barriers to developing a social marketing consciousness include an obsession with treating everyone equally. This is of no real value to the social marketer, who must address individuals at a level of personal value and perceived need.

Following our introduction to social marketing, we recruited community and board members to join the staff as a working task force to create the definitions, vision, parameters and goals of the project. This group met every two to three weeks from February 1999 to January 2000.

Immediately, we encountered difficulties in a direct application of the model as it is used in most public health issues. These difficulties included the fact that in public health applications, both the goal and the means to accomplish it are known and agreed upon before starting this process (e.g., HIV eradication is the goal; the means are partner reduction, consistent condom use, no sharing needles). These goals are usually attached to a relatively uncomplicated vision (e.g., reduction in the number of people infected with HIV). Struggling to articulate what our issues were, what the goals might be and how we might accomplish them, we discovered that our vision was initially elusive, and ultimately somewhat radical and hard to assert in the language of social good. The means to accomplish this vision, once we finally could articulate it, were also not obvious or easy to define.

**The Task Force Process**

The task force engaged in a series of wide and deep brainstorming conversations about what we might want to see change in a world that values and supports theatre and other performing arts. The result was a long, cumbersome list that broke down into more than 50 actions people would take in a society that valued the performing arts, including such activities as protesting school board elimination of arts programs, writing letters to editors requesting press coverage for a local theatre company, purchasing more tickets to (and attending) live performances, and voting for arts-friendly politicians. With the consultant, we grouped these 50-plus activities roughly into 9 “behaviors” we wanted to promote. These were:

1. Growth in audiences
2. More policy/advocacy participation in the theatre/dance community
3. Growth in media coverage — a “better conversation”
4. Growth in donations/contributions (public and private)
5. More arts education in schools
6. Increasing compensation for artists
7. More volunteers (on boards, as fundraisers, in the organizations, etc.)
8. Theatre and dance manifesting themselves more centrally in life
9. More theatres opening in more accessible locations (in communities, malls, etc.)

On the advice of our social marketing consultant, we struggled to reduce these nine activities to three and then to hone the language of those priorities in such a way that they offered the potential for measurable objectives. Before we could undertake this process, we worked to define our terms, especially clarifying how we thought of community, theatre, dance, performing arts, artists and audiences.

In the course of the prioritization process, we discovered that behavior #8 was actually the key to our whole vision. This led to our sketching out our first attempt at a vision statement while we continued to identify our top three priorities. The intelligence and dedication of the task force asserted itself in the painful process of eliminating, rearranging, clarifying and trapping in words the goals we...
believed would most benefit our artistic communities and society as a whole.

Clarifying Our Vision

Several drafts and deep conversations later, we agreed that our vision for a social marketing campaign was “to raise public awareness, mobilize support and galvanize actions in behalf of our conviction that theatre and other performing arts are an essential public good, critical to a healthy society as a source of personal enrichment and a locus for building community.” In conversation, we added that we believed theatre and the performing arts were as important to a healthy community as good libraries, clean air and free speech — an assertion that proves to be rather bold but that generates generally positive responses.

In light of this vision, the task force continued to evaluate our priorities and found it difficult to get past the traditional marketing goal of increasing audiences and ticket buying. So we lifted “audience growth” temporarily out of the mix altogether, in order to see the other issues more clearly. After an animated and passionate conversation, we put that behavior back in when it became clear that without it, many in the theatre community would not, or could not, buy in to any plan — furthermore, it was critical to success. After much re-working and clarification to relate to measurable outcomes, the task force agreed, in equal order of priority, that a successful social marketing campaign would:

- change the face of performing arts audiences so that they reflected the greater Bay Area community;
- maximize private, corporate, foundation and individual financial support for performing arts;
- make arts education part of the core curriculum in public schools K-12;
- identify good public policy for the arts, and energize and engage advocates in support of public policy that reflected the arts as an essential public good;
- create a persistent presence in the public arena, enhance and expand media coverage, and stimulate public dialogue about the performing arts and their value to society.

Following this agreement, we followed traditional marketing planning processes and began to develop a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis. However, we did not follow the traditional approach to conducting this analysis for Theatre Bay Area, as would have seemed natural. We realized that we were thinking globally of our community of theatre and dance companies and artists, and needed to conduct a SWOT analysis of our community. This proved to be a breakthrough activity for us, as we were thinking communally for the first time, taking existing tools and applying them in innovative and thought-provoking ways.

With this community landscape in mind, the task force examined each of the five goals above and identified every target audience we could think of. Task force members worked in teams of two to determine what was already known in these areas; we created a secondary research overview and bibliography so that we would not be duplicating research that already existed. This process set the stage for Phase 2 of our project: field research in our community on topics for which data did not already exist.

Key Informants: One-on-One Interviews

Background

The task force chose to focus on three of the five issues in 60-90 minute conversations with “friendly” informants in the key areas of public policy, media and arts education. (A great deal of research already exists in audience development, and the scope of such research was beyond our means. In addition, we chose to postpone focused discussions about funding issues until we knew more about other issues.)

Specifically, we were seeking to

- gather data to further define and refine social marketing campaign goals and objectives;
- identify barriers and benefits related to achieving the objectives to assist with development of potential messages;
- assess the degree of support that existed among perceived friends of performing arts;
- determine what priority TBA constituencies give to accomplishing different objectives and the perceived barriers to accomplishing them;
- determine what factors are most likely to influence the attitudes and behaviors of decision-makers;
- identify potential partners, supporters and opponents.

Our research plan divided itself over time into three categories: secondary research to determine what already existed; intensive one-on-one phone interviews with selected individuals in arts education, public policy and the media; and focused group discussions with theatre workers in our extended community. In all, 52 interviews and 88 group-discussion participants contributed to our understanding of the potential successes, barriers, opportunities and audiences we might influence in an extended social marketing campaign.
We decided to do one-on-one individual interviews of key informants by telephone, using a prepared script developed by the TBA social marketing task force, working with our consultant. We chose to interview subjects outside the theatre community (with theatre constituencies, we conducted group discussions), yet who were friendly to our intent and potentially sympathetic with the premise that “the performing arts are an essential public good critical to a healthy society.” If our “friends” could not support this idea, those hostile to the concept would be impossible to mobilize.

In addition, disinclined arts participants or hostile respondents were not our primary target for any of the actions or the vision we created. Guided by the consultant, the task force agreed that the people who need to take action and who can make the social changes required are those likely to embrace the vision, even if they are normally un-inclined, or inclined but light users. These combined actions are more likely to influence the inclined arts participant, even the light arts user, to support our vision than any action aimed directly at unfriendly opponents. The purpose of our social marketing campaign would be less to change attitudes toward the performing arts per se than to stimulate actions and behaviors that create a community of support for the vision.

“Friendly” informants were grouped into three categories, reflecting three of our five goals: media and public forums, public policy advocates and arts educators. The teams of two task force members continued to work in their subject areas to review what we knew about individuals working in these areas. We set our interview goals to include identifying informants’ values and attitudes, determining how our proposed efforts might benefit each of them (in the social marketing exchange relationship); and to gather information on existing opportunities and barriers to change.

The task force identified the first group of potential interviewees; each of these people was solicited for additional recommendations for others to interview. Diversity in geography, organization size and mission, job title and responsibilities and other factors were considered in the final compilation. Nearly all potential interviewees agreed to be interviewed, with 52 actually interviewed. A research coordinator tracked all contacts, connected the interviewer to the informant, and ensured follow-up. This was a time consuming activity that was essential to our high return rate.

Volunteer interviewers from the board, staff and theatre community were recruited to join the task force until 18 interviewers were assembled and completed the training process. The volunteers ultimately conducted between 4 and 6 interviews each. A subcommittee of the task force worked with the consultant to create standardized survey instruments in each category. These instruments were tested as part of the training process, as volunteers interviewed each other to sharpen their techniques. After refinement, each interviewer conducted one pilot community interview; a few additional refinements were made; and the rest of the interviews were conducted on a standard instrument. Interviewers took notes directly onto the survey form by hand, or onto a computer, and submitted computer-typed responses to the consultant for compilation and analysis.

Findings: Media Key Informants

We interviewed 19 media informants in all: 8 print and electronic critics/reporters, 7 editors, a director of news and public affairs, a radio producer, an associate director of an arts journalism program at a major university and the president of a private sector media firm. Our questions dealt with possibilities for, and barriers to, expanding media coverage and public discussion of the performing arts.

The overwhelming majority of respondents believe their work has strong local impact, and most believe their organization does a good job reporting on the performing arts; at the same time, most said overall arts coverage by the media is inadequate.

All but one agreed with the premise that the performing arts are an essential public good, yet only half said the media has a responsibility to the arts. Rather, they maintained the media’s responsibility is to their readers/viewers/listeners. From their perspective, coverage of the arts is important because it serves their audiences.

Feature stories emerged as the most likely candidate for expanding coverage. Also mentioned, but less likely, were news stories, economics stories, trend stories, artist profiles, human interest stories, essays and more thoughtful criticism. Getting arts stories onto page one — or at the top of the news — is considered unlikely: “art is not newsworthy,” they agreed, unless there is scandal, or the news involves the “rich and famous.”

As to how expanded coverage might benefit the media itself, half the respondents cited increased readership. A smaller number suggested it might attract more advertising. The benefit to their audiences, they suggested, would be the creation of greater awareness of arts events; of lesser benefit, they added, would be the expansion of readers’ horizons and choices. How the community might benefit was difficult for informants to articulate; some said increased coverage would help the arts to thrive (and thus, be self-serving to the arts); some said expanded coverage would help build a sense of community and culture.
Informants identified reporters as key decision-makers, along with arts editors to a lesser degree. As to what influences decisions, informants identified a range of factors, including their organization’s editorial policy, feedback from their readers and viewers, the appeal of a particular arts house, event or personality (news value); and the personal taste of the reporter or editor.

Informants said barriers to expanded coverage include tight budgets, focus-group research, the need to sell papers or raise ratings, the competing needs of the sports section or breaking news on any given day. They also identified a perception that the arts are not of central importance. This perception is held both within the news organization and by readers/viewers, they believe. Another perception is that the arts are elitist. Informants pointed out their fear, or their editor’s fear, that more coverage might, in fact, alienate readers/viewers. Stakeholders in the media (editors, publishers, “numbers-driven” managers who worry about readership/ratings and staff of other departments) might oppose expanded coverage, fearing that other news would be squeezed out. Top decision-makers fear an oversaturation of arts coverage within the competing news “mix.”

How can these barriers be overcome? Respondents said the performing arts need to become more media savvy and improve professionalism (“hire a publicist”) while providing timely information. The informants suggested that arts organizations not overhype or nag, but try to develop personal relationships with decision-makers. They also said it would help influence decision-makers if readers and viewers turned up the volume of feedback to articles and reviews. Once again, they mentioned scandal and controversy, although this is probably not the expanded coverage we seek!

Other suggested arenas for public dialogue included greater outreach at grassroots community and neighborhood levels, use of a high-profile spokesperson (celebrity), employers who would make arts accessible to employees, “guerilla theatre” on the streets for visibility, and use of existing public forums such as city council and school board meetings.

Critical points we learned from our media informants include:

- **Shared core value.** As nonprofit arts organizations, we share a core value with those in the media: a strong ethos of service. Appealing to this shared value (we serve our audiences and they serve their readers/listeners/viewers) could be one way to overcome barriers to expanded coverage and a broader public conversation.

- **PR professionalism.** Train ourselves to become more professional in our outreach to the media, and more realistic in our expectations. It is important to develop personal relationships with media “gatekeepers” — those who make decisions about coverage. And we must resist the urge to overhype. But when we know there is a good story in what we are doing, we should make sure the media learn about it early enough in their planning cycle.

- **Audience education.** Educate and encourage our audiences to expect more of the media in arts coverage, and help them communicate their expectations to the media consistently.

- **Public presence.** Make use of existing public forums and opportunities to create a persistent presence in the public mind. Attend public meetings, participate in the civic life of the community, identify yourself as a business and join the Chamber of Commerce or the Rotary and civic events.

**Findings: Arts Education Key Informants**

We interviewed 19 arts education informants: four arts education department or organizational directors, one deputy superintendent of a local school district, one member of the state board of education, one member of a local school board, two PTA officers, five school administrators/principals, and five classroom teachers. Eight of the 19 said that classroom teaching was one of their foremost professional duties; seven of them create and modify curricula for their own or other teachers’ use.

As a group, the arts education key informants were extremely supportive of the project. This is a group that feels passionately about the arts and its application within the schools. Many of them have been working toward the goal of expanded arts teaching for many years and spoke about the topic with a high degree of sophistication.

Every one of the key informants agreed that the performing arts are an essential public good, and each supported the notion that arts education should be part of the core curriculum. Their justifications for this revolted entirely around the good of the children — the goals being to enhance their ability to learn in all subjects, to help them become more well-rounded, to help them develop an enthusiasm for school, to prepare them for a greater array of jobs, to improve self-esteem, to encourage cultural literacy and to raise test scores. When asked how the schools themselves might benefit, similar student-focused answers were given. There was virtually no mention of the benefit to teachers, parents and others in the extended school community. Nor was much attention paid to how the arts community might benefit, except to suggest the development of future audiences.

Including the arts in the K-12 core curriculum was viewed as a difficult but attainable goal. The most common concern was lack of money, as well as
a prevalent view that the arts are an “accessory.” Lack of time among overburdened teachers was seen as an additional barrier. Many teachers do not know how to integrate arts into their curriculum and may resist the additional time required to learn this. Concern was also expressed that an expanded arts curriculum may be perceived to take time from other core subjects. Parents were identified as being concerned about direct benefit to their children’s ability to score well on tests or to land good jobs.

Every sector of society is impacted by the public school system; therefore, the list of people who would need to be involved in the effort was broad. The most commonly named were teachers, parents, artists, school district administrations, and high-income community members, but the list included college students, businesses, religious figures, PTAs and community activists as well. All of the informants expressed optimism that many of these people could be mobilized to take specific actions.

An experienced core of people who believe strongly in this goal and who have been working hard to realize it already exists — it will be essential for them to be identified and approached. There are numerous educational organizations — local, statewide and national — that can serve as partners as well.

Critical points we learned from our arts education key informants include:

- **Multiple fronts.** The school system is a highly regulated sector with multiple decision-makers, so the goal would have to be articulated and pursued on many fronts. Decision-makers include local elected school boards, state education authorities, other elected politicians, school superintendents, principals and administrators. Some theatre companies and artists have become so involved in schools’ arts education programs that several respondents viewed them as key decision-makers as well.

- **Ideological opposition.** Those who were identified as opposing expanded arts education are grouped ideologically, not by job description or other criteria. Opponents identified by the respondents include people who do not enjoy the arts, political conservatives and those particularly concerned about school budgets.

- **Overcoming biases.** Tactical recommendations focused on proving the worth of arts education by supplying hard educational data, proof of economic benefits and examples from other communities. A pervasive bias at all levels of the system, holds that the arts are an “accessory” — this view might be addressed by educating stakeholders. Respondents commonly recommended a personal approach, encouraging one-on-one meetings with decision-makers and recommending special events and teacher trainings. Standards and assessment tools should be developed, they added.

- **Academic standards.** There is a great deal of pressure on schools and teachers to prepare their students to test well and to complete requirements for college admission. Any changes in academic standards and student assessments will have an immediate impact in the way arts are taught K-12. Recent changes in the entrance requirements for the University of California system are now causing modest expansion of high school arts education. Parents were repeatedly identified as necessary partners and stakeholders who could be rallied around this issue.

**Findings: Public Policy Key Informants**

We interviewed 14 public policy key informants: four presidents or executive directors of arts advocacy groups, one manager of arts and tourism for a convention and visitors’ bureau, one director of musical theatre programs for the NEA, seven city arts coordinators or arts commission members and one arts advocate lobbyist in the state of California. Among this group, informants listed their primary responsibilities as advocacy, managing or supervising, fundraising and public relations/marketing. Fewer than three respondents said they also had responsibility for planning, writing and allocation of funds.

Most respondents in this group believe that current public policy is insufficient to support or encourage a thriving arts community in the Bay Area. All but one respondent indicated that extensive outreach to and education of the community was necessary in order to support the idea of arts as a public good. Several specifically suggested outreach to schools, while others also addressed access for nontraditional audiences.

The majority in this group identified increased public funding as a priority to improve support of the arts community. They identified state, regional and city funding as critical to success.

Businesses that benefit from a healthy arts community (e.g., restaurants) were identified by many respondents as partners in policy reform. The only factor recognized in opposition to a proposed campaign was a sense that the general public is hesitant to spend money on the arts. Artists are not perceived by policy experts to be politically savvy or to make significant contributions to political campaigns (either vocally or financially) to exert influence on their own behalf.
The greatest benefit of a social marketing arts campaign to policy experts in their work, respondents suggested, would be a unified voice for and from the artistic community. Unity and joint action emerged as a critical need for policy reform.

Critical points we learned from our public policy informants include:

- **Politicians as lynchpins:** Politicians were named the single greatest factor in creating policy reform, and voters were named as the single greatest influence on politicians. (This may sound obvious, but arts-related issues that require activism seldom target specific politicians.)

- **Identifying arts impact:** In many cases, it is difficult to judge the impact of a particular piece of legislation or a public-entity action on local arts organizations until they are implemented. “Arts impact” as a concept may be worth developing in the same way that “environmental impact” came to be accepted following focused activity in the ‘70s and ‘80s.

- **Multiplicity of actions:** Policy experts could not identify a single activity that was in itself effective enough to make policy reform, although letter writing, public assembly and one-on-one meetings were each mentioned by several respondents.

- **Connections with arts education:** Actions that support legislation, regulations and financial support of arts education in schools need to be coordinated with the arts education objectives identified through our research.

- **Tax breaks:** Although unpopular with the general public, tax breaks of several types would be of great benefit to artists and arts organizations.

### Focused Group Discussions

It was clear that unless we first understood and mobilized our own constituencies, any plan targeted toward the general public would be ineffective. Theatre and dance devotees have their own barriers to taking action, among them:

- investment in their own art as a priority
- their own day-to-day struggle to survive in the arts
- cynicism about failed past efforts to generate change
- cynicism about follow-through for both themselves and one another
- a sense of entitlement: we shouldn’t have to do this kind of thing
- real or perceived lack of time
- no clear sense of precise action needed

Group interviews were organized both for reasons of efficiency and to generate excitement within our own community for this initiative. We decided that experts in the fields of media, public policy and education were best reached through individual phone interviews. However, we believed that TBA’s reputation among our performing arts peers was strong enough to attract a wide array of them for in-person group meetings. We hoped that by bringing them into the same room, facilitated conversations could be more complex and far-reaching, and the participants could feed off one another’s ideas.

Once committed to group interviews in our own community, the task force divided the community by many variables, seeking diversity in geographic location, scale and budget of their work, and organizational mission. We hypothesized that opinions about the field and reactions to social marketing concepts would differ most uniquely from job title to job title, and therefore decided to create groups defined by professional role.

The first group interviewed was TBA’s Board of Directors so we could learn about their priorities and get essential buy-in from them in moving the project forward. With board support for the goals of the project, we planned discussions with artistic directors of large budget institutions, artistic directors of small budget companies, managing directors, development directors, marketing directors, education directors, and independent artists. We eliminated two other proposed groups (donors and subscribers) because of budget constraints, logistical concerns and a decision to approach both at a later stage of development when we had more information to share. TBA’s advisory panel, the Theatre Services Committee, encouraged us to add production managers and technical directors, so they became our final group.

We began the process of identifying individual invitees primarily through brainstorming sessions among the lead project planners. Invitees were chosen across the broadest community possible, weighing numerous characteristics including length of time in job/community, size of affiliated organization(s), gender, ethnicity, region and relationship with TBA/likelihood of participation.

The initial facilitated conversation with our board of directors had been relatively free form. The discussion questions for other groups were revamped so that they began with general attitudes about the field. The first question focused on professional satisfactions, goals and barriers experienced by the participants. Following that, the five proposed objectives were presented for general feedback. Each objective was then discussed individually, often referring to related satisfactions/goals/barriers that had been identified by the participants. Finally, each participant
identified the most and the least important objective, with follow-up questions about levels and types of participation they might be willing to engage in should they be called upon to do so in a future campaign. This format was tested with TBA staff and used in eight discussions over a six-week period in early 2000.

We contacted each informant, a demanding job requiring repeated follow-ups with the invitee to insure his or her attendance. In order to recruit a desired 10-12 participants, we invited approximately 20 in each job category. Groups eventually ranged in size from 9 to 14, representing a cross-section of the theatre community. Our consultant Larry Bye facilitated all group discussions; each one was recorded on tape, and one of the lead project planners was present at each discussion to welcome the participants and take extensive notes.

The critical points we learned from group interviews with theatre people include:

❖ General

♦ A deep and pervasive sense of connection to the art runs across all job categories. As one community theatre tech director said, “I always feel like an artist, even when I’m ordering bolts.”

♦ While generally supportive of concepts for an initiative, all were skeptical about public impact or participation. A general sense emerged that they felt under-appreciated both in the community and in their own organizations.

♦ The top three job-related frustrations all related to money.

♦ Responsiveness both from focus group participants and from interviewees was assisted by the fact that Theatre Bay Area was the convener. People said that they felt their time would not be wasted.

♦ All focus group participants, and all but one of the key informants, agreed with the premise in our vision statement, which initially included the phrase “as critical to a healthy society as fire departments, free speech and clean air.” We soon dropped the phrase, “fire departments” when it proved distracting. Respondents invariably pointed out that if their house were on fire, they would rather have a fire department come than a company of actors!

❖ By Occupation

♦ Tech directors are not generally called upon to be involved in initiatives and so appeared less burned out and more apparently willing to be engaged than some of the other groups; these tech directors appear to be an untapped but untested resource for action.

♦ Development directors “got” the social marketing concepts quickly, because they are the values-interpreters between their organizations and major donors; however, all identified their own companies as their primary focus, so exhibited less enthusiasm for a community-wide initiative.

♦ Development directors fretted most that the arts education conversation would dilute the inherent value of the arts and compete with theatre for funding.

♦ The most cynicism came from educational directors and some marketing directors; although marketing directors saw direct implications for their professional goals.

♦ Education, as a goal, resonated strongly across occupations, especially education/outreach and tech. Artistic directors identified lack of professional training as a frustrating issue, but showed the least interest in arts education. Education/outreach directors were most eager to work together or to meet again as an ongoing group.

♦ In general, representatives of large institutes demonstrated no concept of, or belief in, an extended theatre community; small institutes believed in and valued the concept of community, but in general saw no connection with any benefits of public policy and saw only limited impact on them from an extended campaign, as they seemed to believe any campaign would most likely benefit larger organizations.

♦ Individual unaffiliated artists all saw themselves as agents of social change through their art; they also felt inundated by the multiplicity of demands on them. Most have day jobs that conflict with their perceived ability to take action.

Lessons from the Research Process

Throughout the development process — studying social marketing as a strategy, defining a social vision for support of the arts, identifying behaviors needing influence and creating a set of objectives — it became clear to all that there is true value in the application of the social marketing philosophy and strategies to promotion and support of theatre and other arts. The fit is complex, but also completely natural. The process we’ve undergone has itself generated a nexus of support for applying social marketing within and beyond the theatre communities. The community
as represented by those we’ve talked with (theatre artists and workers, public policy workers and experts, arts educators and media representatives) has indicated almost universal support for continuing a productive conversation and moving toward strategic plans of action.

Others contemplating a similar process in their communities might consider the lessons we’ve learned about this kind of research:

- **This is a collective process** best guided by collective knowledge of both people and concepts, rather than a single dynamic individual or small “insider” group. We cannot overstate the value of group brainstorming as a tool for breaking through strategic-planning barriers.
- **Cross-training** is needed between arts organizations and most social marketing consultants to identify and address how applications of social marketing need to differ from existing models, which have historically been used primarily in public health.
- **Trained and committed interviewers** are absolutely necessary. Some interviewers reported difficulty or tedium in writing up their interview notes, uncooperative and difficult interviews, and occasionally offensive opinions, even though we made every effort to speak with our perceived friends and potential allies. Training and practice in the interview protocol facilitated follow-through. (Our interviewers were all staff, board volunteers and volunteer theatre service advisors with an existing commitment to TBA and the project.)

---

**SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT STEPS FOR THEATRE BAY AREA**

Following review and limited dissemination of this report, TBA reconvened the social marketing task force to review this report and agree to refine or redirect the next steps outlined below:

- **Partners:** A critical tenet of social marketing holds that success requires community partnerships, the formation of a web of support and activity and the sharing of responsibilities (e.g., anti-tobacco campaigns have required support of government entities, health officials, the medical community, community-based organizations, schools, celebrity spokespersons and many, many individuals). Many partners, specific and generic, were identified by key informants and follow-up is recommended.

In each area, a core of 12-15 partnerships should be identified, recruited for conversation, and convened for training to gain support for the overall goals of a major effort around the social marketing of theatre. These partners should identify, in a facilitated process, what specific outcomes are desired and what specific actions are required from all parties for success. TBA may be an appropriate convener in conjunction with a professional facilitator. Another organization (or multiple organizations) may emerge over time as an effective process leader to share responsibilities.

- **Media**: No obvious leader for the media objectives emerged in the conversations with key informants or our theatre constituency. TBA appears to be well poised to take leadership in pursuit of this objective, with some historical engagement in the issue and with a mission to work on behalf of the industry (rather than in direct self-interest).

- **Public Policy**: TBA’s mission and history also positions the organization to take an active role in defining and supporting public policy related actions with other partners. No organization emerged as an obvious leader here, but many organizational partners were identified with years of related experience. The shifting sands of social change make policy a complex issue. A flexible, responsive and proactively visionary partnership will be required to make sustained and sustainable impact. (Consider, for example, the attention recently paid in San Francisco to the need for local policies governing affordable space for arts groups. If

- **The role of Theatre Bay Area as convener** contributed significantly to high participation rates and turnout in the focused group conversations. Confidence in TBA’s intentions and commitment to follow-through were stated as reasons for participation. Dissemination of findings will be an important part of that follow-through.

- **The vision itself served as a locus** within the community for creating excitement. Comments included enthusiasm for the clarity of the statement, even when deeper conversation revealed some uncertainty about the sweeping assertion in it. Discussion of the vision as a statement of fact will be an important part of any campaign.
they’d had a chance to observe this phenomenon, respondents might have replied differently on their surveys.)

- **Arts Education:** Where arts education meets public policy, it invites TBA participation. At a school site, school district and local level, many partners are already deeply engaged in actions of reform, fundraising, standards (recent adoption by the state Department of Education of visual and performing arts standards is the result of two decades of advocacy and grassroots change in the schools). TBA might consider supporting this objective through social marketing training to arts education advocates providing and brokering linkages between arts education organizations with a record of success and partners in policy and media objectives.

- **Further Research:** The original task force chose to postpone conversations with funders until this phase of research was completed. Further down the road, conversations with funders might be sparked by dissemination of this report.

- **Training:** TBA can play a vital role in providing and/or facilitating the training that will be required for partners in any process. The original task force might be considered as a resource for creating and providing trainings in social marketing as a philosophy and strategy for the theatre and performing arts communities. Some ad hoc training has already occurred; two of the authors of this report provided an introductory training session at a national meeting hosted by Theatre Communications Group to discuss innovations in marketing, and one of the authors routinely offers training by providing summaries of our process and learnings to members of the local theatre community. Many of the other members of the task force are trained public speakers and have the potential to increase knowledge of and exposure to social marketing concepts in an effective and inspirational manner.

- **Dissemination:** TBA has made this report accessible on its website and is working with a variety of organizations to disseminate the findings. As previously noted, a presentation was made at a Theatre Communications Group regional conference in Denver in 2000. TBA made a report at the annual gathering of the Association of Performing Arts Organizations (APASO) in Chicago in March 2001. A report was made to the California Arts Council board in 2001 and to the California Assembly of Local Arts Agencies regional meeting in Silicon Valley in 2002. The goal is to stimulate interest in and dialogue about the arts and social marketing.

— For further information, contact Belinda Taylor, Director, Arts Marketing Institute, California Arts Council, btaylor@caartscouncil.com, John Warren, Theatre Director and Researcher, untheatre@earthlink.net or Sabrina Klein, Director, Julia Morgan Center for the Arts, sabrina@juliamorgan.org. Editor’s note: A bibliography from this report follows on page 14.
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